## Engineering

### Diploma - Second Year
- Iman Saif Ali Sultan Al-Harthi: Architectural Engineering
- Ahmed Musaillam Rashid Al-Aamri: Electrical Engineering
- Al Harith Nasser Said Al Abdali: Electronics & Telecommunications
- Ahmed Saif Mubarak Al-Julandani: Mechanical Engineering

### Diploma - First Year
- Amjad Said Abdallah Al-Dhawi
- Ayman Mohammed Khams Al-Rasbi
- Omer Mohammed Saleh Al Saidi
- Fatema 'Abdallah Mubarak Alorairmi
- Abdul Aziz Sulaiman Rashid Al-Busaidi
- Muna Ahmed Saif Al Hajri

## Business Studies

### Bachelor
- Ahlam Abdallah Said Al Hashemi: Accounting

### Advanced Diploma
- Raya Salim Rashid Humaid Al Hajri: Human Resources Management
- Bushra Khaffan Khamis Al Matani: Human Resources Management
- Wadhha Mudhhi Abdullah Al-Farsi: Human Resources Management

### Diploma - Second Year
- Fatema Sulaiman Nasser Amur Al Aghbari: Accounting
- Rawd Zayid Said Al Sawafi: Accounting
- Said Nasser Said Al-Alawi: Accounting
- Hagar Hamed Ahmed Mohammed Al Aghbari: Human Resources Management

### Diploma - First Year
- Abdul Rahim Aamir Khaffan Al-Saiti
- Tharaya Ahmed Mohammed Al Barwani
- Mohammed Hamed Khalaf Al Mahmoodi
- Fatema Khamis Hamood Al-Hashamiya
- Salim Mohammed Rashid Al-Sulti
- Khaoood Sultan Ghasi Al Wahaibi
- Suha Mubarak 'Abdallah Al-Masroul
- Ammar Hamed Najim Al-Alawi
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